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Abstract  
 

In the developing countries, diabetes has become one of the most indicating public health challenges. It imposes a big 

economic impact on the society. The Bangladeshi people hardly understand the risk factors that causes diabetes. This 

study mainly aims to explore the potential risk factors behind this disease through some popular statistical analysis 

approaches. In this regard, a field survey was conducted on the diabetes patients in Dhaka city. The analysis involves 

binary logistic regression, negative binomial regression, and multinomial logistic regression model according to the 

nature of the data. The variables family history, height, weight, gender, age, food with high cholesterol, no exercise, 

taking alcohol/cigarettes, hypertension, and eye problem are found significant in this study. In addition, the count data 

related to the number of time(s) a patient checks blood glucose level is also analyzed and interpreted. From the overall 

findings, the study suggests to become extra careful of the disease who have already diabetes patient(s) in the family. 

Increased height and losing weight have good advantages to reduce the risk of diabetes. Avoiding high cholesterol food 

and cigarettes/alcohol is a wise decision in this regard. The lower risk of diabetes depends on regular exercising and 

controlling hypertension. The adults and the obese people are more serious of checking their blood glucose level. 

Educated persons are also careful of this matter. Since most of the risk factors for diabetes are preventable, efforts should 

be taken by the Government to better understand of these factors to the public. 

Keywords: diabetes, risk factors, statistical analysis, binary logistic regression, negative binomial regression, 

multinomial logistic regression, count data. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the burden of diabetes is increasing 

rapidly. Diabetes is identified as one of the four major 

types of non-communicable diseases (NCDs) which 

have a large contribution to worldwide morbidity and 

mortality [ ] .  Several complications like diabetic 

neuropathy, retinopathy, diabetic foot ulcer, 

nephropathy, etc. are being emerged from this disease 

causing serious harm to public health[ ]. It also leads to 

chronic kidney diseases, stroke, neuropathy, heart 

attack, visual impairment, etc. and thus becomes 

responsible for the decreased quality of life creating a 

serious long-term effect on financial and social 

wellbeing of the affected individuals[ ].  
 

Bangladesh has been identified as the top 10 

high-burden diabetes countries in the world having an 

estimated 8.4 million people with diabetes and another 

7.8 million with pre-diabetes [ ] . In addition, it is 

projected that Bangladesh will rank 5th in the world for 

the highest growth in diabetes population by 2030[ ]. 

This high incidence of diabetes is supposed to produce 

demolishing social and economic consequences on the 

healthcare systems of the country[ ]. In a developing 

country like Bangladesh, the financial impacts that 

emerge from diabetes to the individuals and families are 

much severe which in terms affect the whole economy 

causing loss of productivity, mortality, and 

morbidity[   ].  
 

The first objective of the present study is to 

determine the causes of diabetes by analyzing a sample 

of diabetes patients of Bangladesh from Dhaka city. 

Binary logistic regression model, a very common 

statistical analysis approach, is used in this purpose. 

The number of blood glucose level checking by the 

diabetes patients is analyzed with negative binomial 

regression analysis approach and the significant 

responsible factors that determine this counted number 

is sought. Moreover, logistic regression model is 

considered in the last part of the study to find out the 

determiners of having diabetes compared to occurring 

the disease by inherited. Also, the recommendations 
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made by the study are discussed in the concluding 

remark. 

 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 
A primary dataset has been collected from 

Dhaka city for the study purpose. Purposive sampling 

was involved in this regard and a questionnaire, 

covering the study objectives, was made accordingly. 

16 undergraduate students worked in teams as a 

voluntary service to collect the data. Direct interview 

(face-to-face) method was used while collecting data 

and respondents were selected according to the ease of 

the interviewers. Data collection continued from 10 

August 2019 to 12 September 2019 and covered the 

required responses from 900 respondents, 450 having 

diabetes and rest are free from the disease.   
 

Three different forms of regression analysis 

are considered in this study for analysis purpose. 

Regression analysis is a popular statistical tool to 

investigate the relationships between a dependent 

variable and a set of covariates[ ]. It determines which 

factors are important, which factors can be ignored, and 

how these factors influence each other[ ]. The analysis 

is mostly driven by three important facts (number of 

independent variables, type of dependent variables, and 

shape of regression line[  ]. If the response vector   be 

of binary type i.e., referring to whether an event has 

occurred or not, binary logistic regression is used for 

modeling purpose, which has the following form [  ]   

 ( )  
    

      
 

 

Where  ( ) represents the conditional mean of 

  given   i.e.,  (    ). The unknown parameters ( ) 

are estimated by the method of maximum likelihood 

estimation[  ]. 
 

Another form of regression analysis is 

negative binomial regression model which is used to 

model count data [  ]. To fit this regression model, the 

response variable has to follow a negative binomial 

distribution and the logarithm of its expected value 

needs to be expressed as a linear combination of 

unknown parameters [  ] . Mathematically, if   has a 

negative binomial distribution then [  ] 

   ( (   ))       , 

 

Where   is the intercept term and   be the 

vector of regression parameters corresponding to the 

vector of independent variables  . The unknown 

parameters   can be estimated by maximum likelihood 

estimation when the response values are distributed 

independently[  ]. 
 

Multinomial logistic regression is another 

common statistical tool to predict the outcome of a 

categorical dependent variable based on the predictor 

variable(s) [  ] . For qualitative response variable, 

multinomial logistic regression is used to estimate the 

empirical values of the unknown parameters[  ]. The 

multinomial logistic regression model can be expressed 

as  

 (       )  
 

    (     )
, 

 

Where the unknown parameters (as stated in 

binomial logistic model) are estimated by maximum 

likelihood approach[  ]. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The potential determinants that are responsible 

for occurring diabetes are shown in Table 1. The 

variables family history, weight, and age turned out as 

significant in the model, whereas, mental pressure and 

gender are insignificant.  It is found from Table 1 that 

the variable family history is significant at 5% level of 

significance. An individual who has diabetes patient(s) 

in his family is 1.217
 
times as likely to have diabetes 

compared to an individual having no diabetes patient in 

the family, keeping all other variables at a fixed level. 

The analysis found that weight is significantly 

determining the occurrence of diabetes with p-value 

0.031. One kg increase in weight results in 1.2% more 

odds of having diabetes. For one-year increase in age, 

the odds of having diabetes significantly decreases by 

0.8% with p-value 0.034. 

  
Table-1: Binary logistic regression model estimates of the selected covariates for diabetes disease in Dhaka city along with 

standard error (SE), odds ratio (OR), and p-value 

Covariates Coefficient SE OR p-value 

Constant -.082 .579 0.921 .005 

Family history       

     Yes .197 .220 1.217 .043 

     No - - - - 

Mental pressure     

     Yes -.329 .237 0.719 .166 

     No .239 .252 1.269 .344 

  Sometimes - - - - 

Weight .012 .007 1.012 .031 

Age -.008 .006 0.992 .034 

Gender     

     Male -.042 .146 0.958 .772 

     Female - - - - 
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Table 2 is representing the factors that 

determine the number of blood glucose level checking. 

The variables education, occupation, age, and weight 

are found significant in the model. The insignificant 

variables in the model are exercise, medicine, and blood 

sugar. For the variable education, it is found from the 

analysis that the log of mean number of times blood 

glucose checking for an illiterate respondent is 0.309 

unit lower than that of a post graduate respondent at 5% 

significance level (p-value 0.023), when all other 

variables are at a fixed level. In the same way, the 

respondents having primary education, secondary 

education, higher secondary education, and graduation 

have 0.232, 0.256, 0.142, and 0.172 unit, respectively, 

significant lower log of mean number of times blood 

glucose checking compared to post graduate 

respondents having respective p-values 0.039, 0.093, 

0.053, and 0.085. The variable occupation is significant 

in the model and reveals that the log of mean number of 

times blood glucose checking for retired persons is 

0.069 unit lower significantly than the housewives 

having p-value 0.014.  The teachers and others have, 

respectively, 0.151 and 0.301 unit significantly higher 

log of mean number of times blood glucose checking 

compared to the housewives with respective p-values 

0.002 and 0.084. Again, it is observed from the result 

that one-year increase in age results in increasing 0.005 

unit log of mean number of times blood glucose 

checking significantly with p-value 0.012. Weight is 

also significant in the model having p-value 0.059. One 

kg increase in weight increases 0.003 unit significant 

log of mean number of times blood glucose checking.
  

Table-2: Negative binomial model estimates of the selected covariates for diabetes disease in Dhaka city along with standard 

error (SE) and p-value 

Covariates Coefficients SE p-value 

Constant 1.953 .338 .000 

Education    

    Illiterate -.309 .159 .023 

    Primary -.232 .157 .039 

    Secondary -.256 .152 .093 

    Higher secondary -.142 .153 .053 

    Graduate -.172 .161 .085 

    Post graduate - - - 

Occupation    

    Service holder  -.066 .156 .673 

     Retired -.069 .149 .014 

    Businessman .089 .149 .553 

    Teacher .151 .173 .002 

    Others .301 .174 .084 

    Housewife - - - 

Exercise    

    Yes -.118 .079 .134 

    No - - - 

Medicine    

    Insulin -.046 .119 .695 

    Pill -.062 .118 .599 

    Both - - - 

Age .005 .003 .012 

Weight .003 .004 .059 

Blood sugar -.003 .007 .696 
 

Table 3 is depicting the results obtained from 

multinomial logistic regression model and the 

significant variables are interpreted here. In this model, 

the dependent variables are food with high cholesterol, 

no exercise, taking cigarettes/alcohol, hypertension, and 

cause of diabetes by inherited. The last one is 

considered as a reference dependent variable with 

which the rests are compared. At first, food with high 

cholesterol for causing diabetes compared to cause of 

diabetes by inherited is discussed and found height, 

weight, and gender as significant in model. The variable 

height is significant in the multinomial logistic estimate 

with p-value 0.052. For one cm increase in height, the 

odds of having diabetes of food with high cholesterol 

compared to by inherited decreases (1-

OR)*100%=3.1% significantly. One kg increase in 

weight significantly increases the log odds of having 

diabetes of food with high cholesterol compared to by 

inherited by 0.039 unit with p-value less than 0.001. 

Males are 92.2% significantly more likely than females 

to develop diabetes for food with cholesterol as a cause 

of diabetes compared to cause of diabetes by inherited 

having p-value 0.001. When no exercise is considered 

as a cause of diabetes compared to cause of diabetes by 

inherited, the variables age, height, and gender are 

obtained as significant. For one-year increase in age, 

the log odds of having diabetes from no exercise 

compared to by inherited increases by .013 units 

significantly at 10% significance level with p-value 

0.096. No exercise is significantly 3.8% more likely to 
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occur diabetes compared to by inherit for one cm 

increase in height. The male respondents are at higher 

risk to develop diabetes for no exercise as the result 

shows that they have 28% significantly more odds of 

developing diabetes than the female respondents having 

p-value less than 0.001. The variables height, weight, 

and gender are obtained significant for causes of 

diabetes due to taking cigarettes/alcohol compared to 

cause of diabetes by inherited. For one cm increase in 

height the log odds of having diabetes for taking 

cigarettes/alcohol compared to by inherited decreases 

significantly by 0.06 unit with p-value 0.008. 

Respondents taking cigarettes/alcohol are significantly 

3.5% less likely (p-value 0.070) for having diabetes 

other than by inherited if weight increases by one kg. 

Again, males are 0.2% significantly more likely than 

females to develop diabetes due to cigarettes/alcohol 

compared to cause of diabetes by inherited having p-

value less than 0.001. When hypertension is considered 

as a cause of diabetes compared to by inherited, the 

variables height, gender, and eye problem become 

significant in the model. For one cm increase in height, 

the log odds of having diabetes due to hypertension 

compared to by inherited decreases significantly by 

0.032 unit with p-value 0.097. Males are 74% 

significantly (p-value 0.031) more likely than females 

for developing diabetes due to hypertension compared 

to by inherited. The log odds for the individuals having 

eye problem is 0.877 times than the individuals having 

no eye problem for having diabetes due to hypertension 

compared to by inherited. 

  

Table-3: Multinomial logistic regression estimates of the selected covariates for diabetes disease in Dhaka city along with 

standard error (SE), odds ratio (OR), and p-value 

Causes of diabetes Covariates Coefficient SE OR p-value 

Food with high 

cholesterol 

 Intercept -.526 1.080 0.590 .626 

 Age -.004 .007 0.996 .635 

 Height -.031 .016 0.969 .052 

 Weight .039 .010 1.039 <.001 

 Gender     

   Male 

   Male 

.653 .199 1.921 .001 

   Female - -  - 

 Eye problem       

   Yes .318 .202 1.374 .116 

   No - -  - 

  Intercept .818 1.103 2.265 .458 

 Age .013 .008 1.013 .096 

 Height -.038 .016 0.962 .020 

 Weight .003 .010 1.003 .733 

 Gender     

   Male 

   Male 

.247 .209 1.280 <.001 

   Female - -  - 

 Eye problem       

   Yes .143 .211 1.153 .499 

   No - -  - 

Taking 

cigarettes/alcohol 

 Intercept 1.905 1.804 6.719 .291 

 Age .020 .016 1.020 .200 

 Height -.060 .023 0.941 .008 

 Weight -.035 .020 0.965 .070 

 Gender     

   Male 

   Male 

.002 .441 1.002 <.001 

   Female - -  - 

 Eye problem       

   Yes -.214 .405 0.807 .598 

   No - -  - 

Hypertension  Intercept 2.053 1.274 7.791 .107 

 Age -.008 .009 0.992 .405 

 Height -.032 .019 0.968 .097 

 Weight -.018 .012 0.982 .140 

 Gender     

   Male 

   Male 

.554 .257 1.740 .031 

   Female - -  - 

 Eye problem       

   Yes .877 .291 2.403 .003 

   No - -  - 
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The determinants of diabetes in Dhaka city are 

measured in this study using rigorous statistical 

procedures. The result shows that having diabetes of a 

family member significantly increases the risk of 

developing this disease in other members of the family. 

This finding is very similar to the previous 

studies [     ] . Increase in weight is significantly 

associated with the increasing chance of developing 

diabetes which supports a similar study on 

diabetes[  ]. According to this study, the more you are 

getting older, the more you possess the risk of having 

diabetes[  ] . From the analysis result of number of 

times blood glucose checking, it is obtained that the 

higher education one has, the more he/she checks blood 

glucose level [  ] . The housewives have a lesser 

tendency to check blood glucose level than the teachers 

and other occupied patients though the retired persons 

have the lowest frequency of checking. But, increase in 

age increases the frequency of checking blood glucose 

level. The study also finds that the diabetes patients 

having higher body weight have more tendencies to 

check their glucose level.  

 

CONCLUSION 
The study reveals that taking high cholesterol 

food is significantly related to diabetes which is found 

similar to another study[  ]. The respondents who take 

high cholesterol food have lower risk of diabetes with 

increase in height compared to cause of diabetes by 

inherited. But, in this situation, increasing weight is 

responsible for higher chance of developing diabetes. 

The analysis also gives evidence that taking high 

cholesterol food is more harmful to the males than the 

females to develop diabetes. Regular exercising is 

important to prevent diabetes [  ]  as it is found in this 

study that with the increase in age, the chance of having 

diabetes rises to the individuals taking no exercise 

compared to developing the disease by inherited. In this 

respect of taking no exercise, the male respondents have 

higher risk to diabetes and increasing height helps to 

decrease this risk. Taking cigarettes/alcohol is 

significantly associated with diabetes compared to the 

cause of diabetes by inherited[  ]. Increase in height 

may decrease the chance of having diabetes of the 

cigarettes/alcohol taking respondents, while weight 

increasing is acting to decrease this chance compared to 

the cause of diabetes by inherited. In this case, the 

males are more likely to have diabetes than the females. 

Hypertension is also found significant in this study to 

occur diabetes [  ] . For the dependent variable 

hypertension, the variables height and gender gives 

similar results as in the case of taking 

cigarettes/alcohol. Hypertension is significantly 

responsible to develop diabetes compared to by inherit 

to the respondents having eye problem. To sum up, the 

males are more prone to develop diabetes than the 

females and increased height is helpful to lessen the 

chance of having the disease.  

 

Diabetes has been turned into a dangerous 

impendence to the health system of Bangladesh. This 

study seeks for the risk factors of diabetes based on the 

diabetes patients in Dhaka city. From the overall 

findings, the study suggests to become extra careful of 

the disease that has already diabetes patient(s) in the 

family. Increased height and losing weight have good 

advantages to reduce the risk of diabetes. Avoiding high 

cholesterol food and cigarettes/alcohol is a wise 

decision in this regard. The lower risk of diabetes 

depends on regular exercising and controlling 

hypertension. The adults and the obese people are more 

serious of checking their blood glucose level. Educated 

persons are also careful of this matter. Since most of the 

risk factors for diabetes are preventable, efforts should 

be taken by the Government to better understand of 

these factors to the public. 
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